
ASO Safety.•The world leader in both standard and custom designed safety edges, bumpers, safety mats and the associated monitoring
relays.

3-phase monitors, “Signaline” multi-function timers, alternating relays, current monitors, voltage sensors (AC & DC), pump/motor load
controls. Custom/OEM manufacturing also available.
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Integrated panel management systems and products designed to simplify the installation process.

Euchner is a leading manufacturer and innovator of safety switches and safety sensors for safeguarding people,machines and processes.
Solutions for automation include joysticks, pendants and precision limit switches.

Atkore/Flexicon Cable management solutions, including metallic and non-metallic flex conduit and sleeving. Products to address robotic,
Haz Loc, and hygienic applications.

E-T-A offers over current protection for the automation & process control industry. This includes Din Rail Mount Circuit Breakers,
DinRail Mount Socket Breakers, Fuse Replacement, and Intelligent
Networked Power Distribution Systems.

Pfannenberg is the leading global manufacturer of enclosure thermal management equipment, and liquid cooling solutions for
industry. Filterfans, AC units, heat exchangers, chillers.

“America’s Largest Manufacturer of High Impact Polycarbonate Enclosures” with more sizes than any other mfg. NEMA 4/4X and IP69
rated. UL/CUL/CE Listed. Stronger, lighter and more UV resistant than fiberglass enclosures. Eco-Friendly Recyclable

MICRO-EPSILON designs and manufactures high-precision sensors, instruments and systems for displacement, position,
dimension and temperature.

Leading manufacture of power and signal interconnect products, PCB terminals and connectors, Power supplies, Industrial Ethernet
Programmable safety controllers, “PODIS” power distribution systems, and Heavy Duty Connectors

Industrial enclosures, both standard and custom. Extensive value add capability, universal NEMA ratings, mixed IT and power capabilities.

Simpson Analog and digital panel meters for electrical or process measurement, and electrical test instruments.

The world’s most powerful and cyber secure Industrial Control System. Unprecedented automation solutions for industrial control
based on three prime directives: simplicity, scalability and security. The result is an award-winning automation platform called Open
Secure Automation (OSA®), with a revolutionary architecture and deeply embedded ICS cyber security that delivers the highest levels
of system performance, cyber security and reliability at the lowest lifecycle cost.
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TK manufactures an extensive range of industrial cables and connectivity solutions for industrial applications including motion control,
renewable energy, and transportation. Icotronix, part of TK group, designs and manufacturers M23 connectors in Germany.

AC/DC backup systems, SCR Battery chargers, industrial grade Inverters & UPS from 3 to 500 KVA, custom distribution panels and integration
of battery systems

Meltric Corp. Manufacturers high quality industrial and hazardous location plugs and receptacles including UL Listed devices
which are used as a disconnect switch up to 200amp and 75HP.

Best Purging Systems.Type Y & Z purging systems for electrical controls in Haz Loc applications.•Includes cost effective direct product
crosses to P&F/Bepco EPS standards.

SNC Manufacturing builds dry type transformers and custom magnetics.• This includes industrial control, chokes, reactors, military grade,
medium voltage, and toroidal transformers. Value added services: over molding, brackets, enclosures, and custom design assistance.

Fuji Electric Corp of America – Manufacturer of a complete line of variable frequency drives.• Product range from single phase 115V micro
drives to 1000 HP packaged systems.•• Applications include NEMA 3R packaged pump drives, HVAC bypass drives, and industrial drives
for both constant and variable torque applications.• Wide range of communication protocols.• Additionally Fuji offers a complete HMI offering,
exceptional features, including web enabled, wireless LAN, •sizes from 5.7 to 15” screens, NEMA 4X rated and connectivity to popular PLCs
including over 20 Ethernet drivers and 8 field bus options.

Sprecher + Schuh offers a wide range of low-voltage industrial control products, including contactors, a variety of relays, starters, push
buttons, switches, terminals and controllers.

LEESON Electric, the world’s most customer-focused motor, gearmotor and drives company. Marathon has an extensive product
line of AC& DC electric motors. Integral and fractional, general service, VFD Rated, HVAC, Pump Motors and Class 1 Div. 2
hazardous location. PMAC & PMDC Motors. Micro MAX™, Black MAX®, Blue MAX®, SyMax™
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GracePort®•Panel Interface Connectors are convenient access- ports that allow you to safely bridge the gap between you and your
PLC. GracePESDs®  Permanent Electrical Safety Devices. Products include Voltage Indicators, Voltage Portals and Safe Test Points.
GraceSense™ IIoT smart devices make up a Predictive Maintenance System; a suite of continuous asset health monitoring technology.

AnaMet Electrical Inc. - For over 100 years Anamet has been the global leader in flexible liquid-tight electrical wiring conduit and industrial
stainless steel stripwound hose markets. Our SEALTITE® brand name is recognized worldwide for our innovation and quality. We support
all industries from residential/commercial construction, MRO, OEMs, government, RFI shielding, power generation, mass transit, utility,
oil/gas, food processing, nuclear and chemical processing.

Bender Inc. is the leader in ground fault detection systems for increased electrical safety and reliability in electrical distribution systems.
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